Towards DPLA:
Digital Initiatives in Kansas and South Dakota
Hello, this is:

- Danielle Loftus, Associate Professor/Fine Arts & Technology Librarian, University Libraries, University of South Dakota
- Sarah Hanson-Pareek, Curator of Digital Projects and Photographs, Archives and Special Collections, University Libraries, University of South Dakota
- Michele Christian, South Dakota State University, Archivist & Special Collections Assistant Librarian, H.M. Briggs Library

Who are we?
AGENDA

What are we going to talk about?

1- Digital Library of South Dakota (DLSD)
2- DPLA onboarding
3- Metadata & concerns
4- The future
What is the DLSD?

- Combines SD BOR institutions
  - Others added

explore.digitalsd.org
University of South Dakota

- Archives & Special Collections
- South Dakota Oral History Center
- Campus collections
- Current exhibitions at the University Libraries
South Dakota State University
- Archives and Special Collections
- Government Documents
- South Dakota Agricultural Museum - Coming Soon
DPLA onboarding & working with Minitex

What: The Minnesota Digital Library is a DPLA “Service Hub”. Minitex initiated contract and managed process.

How: Listed collections to be harvested; cleaned up metadata; ran test harvests; records formally appeared in DPLA Dec. 2017.

Why: To provide broader access to South Dakota materials—-benefits both DPLA and DLSD.
Where do I start??

**METADATA**

1. Error-free data
2. Does my data work in global context?
3. Make sure metadata standards don’t vary in collections
4. Consider how my metadata schema cross-walks to DPLA MAP
5. Service Hubs: all metadata is aggregated to DPLA with single feed
Fields included in the DPLA:

- **Coverage - Spatial:** Recommended
- **Creator:** Recommended
- **Date:** Recommended
- **Description:** Recommended
- **Format:** Required
- **Language:** Recommended
- **Publisher - Digital or Submitting Institution:** Required
- **Relation - IsPartOf (Collection):** Recommended
- **Rights:** Required
- **Subject:** Recommended
- **Title:** Required
- **Type:** Recommended
Catalog of violin material, violin makers' tools, violin, viola, violoncello and double bass accessories

Created Date: 1922
Creator: Lyon & Healy

This work is in the public domain and is free of copyright restrictions. This work may be reproduced, published, distributed, displayed, transmitted, and used to produce derivative works without permission.
2018 - Updates to DLSD
Metadata Guidelines:

Clarifications, additions, and updates to these terms:

➔ Coverage
➔ Coverage - Spatial
➔ Coverage - Temporal
➔ Description
➔ Format
➔ Format - Digital
➔ Language
➔ Publisher
➔ Submitting Institution
➔ Type
DLSD going forward:

- Adoption of undated guidelines
- Continued metadata clean-up
- Addition of new collections
KEEP CALM AND CARRY ON
DOCUMENTS USED DURING PROJECT

- Digital Library South Dakota Metadata Guidelines, 1.1, November 2009
- DPLA Metadata Quality Guidelines
- Introduction to the DPLA Metadata Application Profile, version 5.0
- Metadata Application Profile, version 5.0
- Introduction to the DPLA Metadata Model, v5, p. 5-6
CONTACT

Danielle Loftus
danielle.loftus@usd.edu

Sarah Hanson-Pareek
sarah.hansonpareek@usd.edu

Michele Christian
michele.christian@sdstate.edu